Composite outline of the original Vikrama-carita	xci
20. Story of the Twentieth Statuette.   Vikrama Visits a Forest
Ascetic
King Vikrama was wont to conduct his government for six months
during the year, and to travel for the other six.1 Once as he journeyed
about the earth he came to a city named Padmalaya,2 near which was
a shrine and temple of Qiva3 and a grove,4 with a fair lake.4 Here
the king rested. There were certain strangers there, who5 were say-
ing that they had seen many great sights and places of pilgrimage, but
had never succeeded in seeing the ascetic Trikalanatha,6 who dwelt
on a mountain so inaccessible that to attempt to get to see him would
be to throw away one's life (vss 405, 44) .7 The king however, thinking
that nothing is impossible for a man of real courage (vs 185),8 set out
for the place; all manner of obstructions hindered him,12 and serpents
coiled themselves about him,12 but he persisted until he reacht the
ascetic's abode, whereupon the serpents left him free. The king exprest
his delight; the ascetic askt if he were weary from the journey, and
the king said his weariness had disappeared at the sight of him. Tho
the king declared he wisht nothing, the ascetic gave him a magic
piece of chalk, with which an army could be depicted,9 a wand by
which the army could be brought to life with the right hand or dismist
again with the left,10 and a magic cloth to grant all desires. These
. the king took, and left the ascetic. On the way back he saw a man
collecting firewood,11 and upon inquiry found him, to be a young king,
who, being expelled from his kingdom by his kinsmen, in despair was
constructing what he meant to be his own funeral pyre. Vikrama gave
him the three magic objects to get back his kingdom.
1. This sentence not in BR, JR. 2. Not named BE. 3. Not named SR, JR; nor
does SR mention the shrine and temple. 4. NotinJR,BR. 5. The following account
goes with BR, JR; MR is only slightly different (the king asks if they have seen any
marvel, they reply no, but they have heard of one, viz., etc.). SR is markedly dif-
ferent: the strangers say they have never seen any great saint (vss 405,44, and others);
the king responds with vss urging vigor and determination, and tells them of Trik.,
whom he is now going to visit. They attempt to go with him, and go part way, but
after some wavering are frightened by the dragon in the way, and turn back. The
king keeps on alone, etc. 6. Trikalajata MR. 7. Vs405notinBR; neither sentiment
nor vss in MR. 8. Neither sentiment nor vs in MR, BR. 9. So JR; for BR see
next note; in MR the use of the chalk is not made quite clear, it seems to function
together with the wand; in SR lines are drawn on the earth with the chalk, and one
can travel as many leagues a day as there are lines drawn. 10. So MR, JB; in SR
if used with the left hand it destroys an enemy's army. In BR the power of the wand

